Abstract-Recently, imbalanced traffic classification has attracted more attention due to the fact that most internet traffic exhibits imbalance behavior. However, few works only have considered real-time imbalanced traffic classification. In this project, we propose a comparative study comprising several machine learning algorithms for nine different scenarios. We vary dataset and flow sizes following an under-sampling approach, in order to establish an objective evaluation of the best parameters for classification. The results showed that: 1) Combined with packet length, inter-arrival time and maximum segment size, features related to TCP session signalization enhance imbalanced traffic classification performances; 2) Ensemble approaches, especially Bagged Random Forest, achieve the best results for real-time imbalanced traffic classification; 3) Increasing flow sizes while reducing (to a certain level) training set sizes, enhances classification performances as we learn more about each individual instance. The best classification scenario includes 500 samples in each class with 8 packets flows.
I. INTRODUCTION
Traffic classification represents a key step for Quality of Service (QoS) guarantee mechanisms. Indeed, traffic policing strategies managing transmission rates and controlling network congestion, along with scheduling approaches installing priority traffic forwarding rules, and Traffic Engineering (TE) algorithms for QoS routing, mainly depend on the efficiency of traffic classification. While most prior work focused on Machine Learning (ML) algorithms efficiency, few studies only have considered classification in presence of data imbalance problem. Most classification approaches assume uniformity of training samples distributions while real application traffics naturally exhibit imbalanced distributions [1] [2] . An imbalanced dataset involves two types of classes: most of the traffic is contained in majority classes while only few samples are included in minority classes [3] . In this case, classification techniques tend to predict majority classes and ignore minority class instances, consequently biasing the classification results [4] . Hence, the research community has paid more attention to classification of imbalanced traffic [5] . The problems complexity increases for real-time network traffic, since network operators need to rapidly and accurately classify different applications flowing in their network, in support of their various service level agreements (SLA) [6] [7] . In this context, we established a comparative study in order to investigate the efficiency of different ML algorithms in presence of imbalanced traffic and with real-time constraints. Compared to existing comparison works, we contribute with an elaborate study on the correlation between the amount of training data in each class along with the number of packets to consider in each flow for the feature extraction process, and the ML algorithm performances. Our aim is to build an efficient traffic classification framework approaching real-time identification as a first step for efficient flow scheduling in IP networks.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we presented some prior works on the comparison of ML based traffic classification approaches. In Section 3, we went through the different steps of the proposed classification system while browsing through some traffic identification theory. We presented and analyzed the obtained results in Section 4. In Section 5, we discussed our conclusions regarding the realized study. Finally, in Section 6, we concluded the paper and presented our future works.
II. RELATED WORKS
Because of its impact on several IP network management mechanisms especially scheduling, traffic classification has attracted more attention. Some works focused on the sizing problem of the training data sets in order to measure the influence of training data availability on classification accuracy and computational costs. For example, [8] compared the accuracy of three supervised ML algorithms (Decision Tree, Neural and Bayesian networks) with different training dataset sizes: 5000, 20 000 and 80 000 flows per class. Bayes and Decision Tree algorithms proved to be suitable for real-time IP traffic classification. In another study, [9] paid more attention to features structure and introduced different concepts tested for smaller datasets ranging from 100, 500 to 1000 flows per class. Authors compared Hidden Nave Bayes (HNB) and KStar (K*) combined to Entropy Based Minimum Description Length (EBMDL) and Correlation Based Feature Selection (CSF). They achieved accuracy improvement by combining the two classifiers even when using the smallest training data sets.
However, traffic scheduling performances also depend on the number and size of packets in each flow, since, in order to guarantee QoS resource provisioning, the classification approach needs to identify each flow quickly. This means exploiting a part of the flow statistics information only for accurate identification. Therefore, other works took a deeper look at the packets involved in feature extraction and thus in classification. In [10] , authors compared two existing classification approaches, Classification based Entire Packets (CEP) and Classification based on the First Few Packets (CFFP), to the developed methods: CFFP using the first few packets after a randomly selected lifetime (Classification based Arbitrary Conjoint Few Packet (CACFP)) and Classification based Arbitrary Disjunctive Few Packets (CADFP), that considers the first randomly sampled packets that are not sequential. Results showed that CACFP and CADFP are efficient for on-line traffic classification as their accuracy approaches CFFPs, but the authors concluded that a preselection of features could reduce even more latency.
Despite the important contributions of [8] [9] [10] , the data imbalance problem is nowhere to be found in the discussions of all three papers. In this context, researchers built several traffic classification works based on standard data imbalance problem resolution approaches. Some interesting comparisons were proposed. For instance, [11] summarizes several existing related works regarding the three common approaches to deal with imbalanced data: data level solutions (sampling that consist on re-balancing data distributions), algorithm level solutions (cost sensitive learning consisting on the adjustment of classifiers parameters) and hybrid algorithms combining both of the previous ones. In a more detailed study, [12] compared these approaches on large imbalanced datasets for multi class imbalance traffic classification. Results showed that cost sensitive method is the most appropriate solution followed by under sampling.
[13] on the other hand, focused on sampling approaches for a binary classification problem (IP Pear-to-Pear (P2P) traffic identification). Authors compared Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE), random under-sampling (removing some majority class samples) and random oversampling (duplicating minority class samples) combined to two ML algorithms (C4.5 and Neural Networks). Results showed that random over sampling is the most appropriate sampling solution for imbalanced P2P classification. Other works such as [1] did not rely on these methods and proposed novel algorithms to overcome data imbalance problem. Authors in [1] presented a new classification approach based on gravitation measurement (Integrated Data Gravitation based Classification: IDGC). The solution came as an amelioration of Data Gravitation based Classification (DGC) not handling imbalanced data [14] . Thus, the paper compared IDGC integrating class distributions referred to as Amplified Gravitation Coefficient (AGC) to former DGC method [14] , along with several other ML algorithms.
However, while [1] [11] [12] [13] introduced the data imbalance problem in binary and multi class traffic classification, no real-time constraint was studied. To our knowledge, very few works only have considered both the data imbalance issue along with traffic classification time constraints. The closest work to our research question is [2] , focusing on ensemble algorithms. Authors emphasized the fact that there is no clear ensemble approach for real-time network traffic classification considering data imbalance and built a novel method based on a cascaded hierarchy of Decision Tree (DT) classifiers. Results showed that the proposed approach maintains the same classification performances compared to other ensemble methods in terms of accuracy but outperform all ensemble and DT methods for training and testing times proving its efficiency for on-line network traffic classification.
[2] contributed by building a method enhancing computational times and thus approaching real-time traffic classification while considering imbalanced datasets. However, establishing (n-1) trainings (where n is the number of applications) can overload the systems memory. Therefore, we present in our work another approach that consists on a comparative study involving several scenarios, in which we vary dataset and flow sizes following an under-sampling strategy. Thus, we determined the best classification parameterization in order to create an efficient environment for accurate traffic classification.
III. METHODOLOGY AND PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, we present the followed methodology . We describe each block composing the implemented classification system as presented in Figure 1 .
A. Preprocessing
Reading Packet capture traffic trace files (Pcap files) reveals that some packets include incomplete fields, making it difficult if not impossible to compute the feature matrix. To overcome this limitation, we applied Packet Tracer (since we are using an off-line data source) and as a preprocessing step, a filter on the captured traces in order to eliminate the useless samples. This will also be possible in a real-time environment, by introducing a simple filtering strategy in each node for example.
B. Dataset and flow size tuning
Packets are gathered into flows according to their source, destination IP addresses and ports, and protocol type as well. Some flows have a long duration, meaning statistics cannot be available for the ML algorithm until the complete transmission of the flow which contradicts the definition of early identification. Thus, we propose to investigate the impact of using different flow sizes while considering different data set sizes on the classification.
C. Feature extraction level and directionality
For traffic classification, three feature extraction levels exist. Starting from the lowest level, packet features can be used to measure different statistical moments such as mean packet size, and inter-arrival time variance. On a higher level, according to flow transmission direction, three flow types exist: (i) Unidirectional flows, (ii) Bidirectional flows and (iii) Full flows: characterizing the next level (connection level), it involves bidirectional flows in a period ranging from the connection establishment until its closure. Several flow level features has been used in the existing works. They involve behavioral statistics such as flow size and duration moments or statistics related to the header information, such as the number of packets with acknowledgments, with synchronization, PUSH, reset retransmission bit statistics or any Transport Control Protocol (TCP) handshake messages of our interest. Connection level variables concern statistics captured during all the transmission session such as the size of TCP advertised window or throughput distribution [15] [16] [17] .
In order to fulfill the requirements of our proposed approach, we considered some packet level features along with some bidirectional flow variables. Since we are targeting real-time traffic classification expressing early identification, connection level feature extraction cannot be considered as an efficient strategy. We calculated features manually in order to be able to choose the desired variables. Thus, we provided statistical moments of packet lengths, inter-packet lengths, and packet inter-arrival times. We also measured statistical moments of TCP messages because they constitute an important part of the retrieved information and differentiate rapidly TCP applications from User Datagram Protocol (UDP) ones. We measured the number of acknowledgment messages (ACK), PUSH, Maximum Segment Size (MSS), FIN and number of retransmissions in order to capture sensitive applications. More details can be found in the next section.
D. Feature selection
Feature selection module filters the significant features mostly to reduce training time [18] . In this work, we studied the impact of feature importance in each scenario using Random Forest. We will show later in the result section that feature ranking changes in each situation. Although it has widely been used in classification, thanks to its tree-based strategy, Random Forest has proved its efficiency in feature selection since it automatically ranks features according to their importance. The algorithm relies on a metric referred to as Gini impurity [1] . We start by deploying a tree where the chosen feature in each node reduces impurity with a certain amount hence trees start from nodes with the most decrease in impurity and end with the ones having the least decrease in impurity. Averaged for all trees, the metric is called Gini impurity and is measured according to equation (1) , where, for each feature θ, Δ θ (τ, T ) represents the Gini impurity reduction at each node τ in each Tree T . IV. RESULTS ANALYSIS Before analyzing the obtained results, we describe the validation metrics used to verify the efficiency of each ML algorithm as well as the data set used in the definition of the several scenarios tested.
A. Evaluation metrics
When dealing with imbalanced data, accuracy does not measure the correct classification performances as it mostly concerns majority classes. Instead, alternative metrics related to the confusion matrix and thus depending on four simple • False Negative: The amount of samples that are not classified as A while they belong to class A. In presence of imbalanced classes, two performance metrics are commonly used: Geometric-mean (G-mean) and Fmeasure. G-mean parameter maximizes individual classs accuracies and is measured by equation (2), where Recall = T P F N+T P and Specif ity = T N T N+F P . F-measure on the other hand, is a weighted mean of Precision and Recall following equation (3) where P recision = T P F P +T P and β is the parameter fixing the trade-off between Precision and Recall. When β < 1, precision is more significant than Recall and the reverse situation applies for β > 1. For β = 1, Fmeasure referred to as F 1 measure equally weights Precision and Recall [24] .
Our work focuses on multi class traffic identification, in order to be able, in the future works, to schedule flows entering network nodes. Thus, since G-mean focuses on both positive and negative class accuracies, we chose to measure F1 metric focusing on TPs. We also included training and testing times, in order to measure the efficiency of the tested scenarios for real-time traffic classification. The reason for measuring training time where testing time is a more representative metric for classification computational times is that some classifiers exhibit important training times, others even present retraining periods decreasing the classifiers ability to tackle real-time traffic classification.
B. Data sets
For our experiments, we chose UNIBS data set [25] , which is one of the few labeled databases available for public. It includes traffic traces captured during 3 working days on the edge router of Brescia University campus network. We selected UNIBS dataset traffic because it was captured in consecutive days, which makes it the appropriate candidate for the performance validation of real-time traffic classification. In addition, as shown in table I during the three days of capture, traffic traces exhibit imbalance distributions where majority classes include HTTP, SNMP, Skype, Bit Torrent and SSL protocols. However, in order to distinguish our study from existing ML algorithm comparisons using UNIBS, we also proposed to perform the comparison study using only the first two days traces compared to most works including the three days and others only one day (as for [3] , using the first day for training and the rest for testing) emphasizing the relationship between classification performances and available traffic traces. UNIBS traces include 6 traffic classes: Web services involving HTTP, HTTPS requests (class 0), Mail packets with POP3, SNMP, IMAP3 protocol information (class 1), class 2 represents Skype packets, peer to peer class for Bit Torrent (class 3) and for Edonkey packets (class 4) and the last class concerns the rest of the packets including MSN messages, FTP and SSH, referred to as others. 
C. Performance evaluation
Since the data imbalance problem is defined as inequitable class distributions, we investigated how varying data set sizes and thus reducing the gap between classes number of samples, influences classification performances. Thus, we tested the 12 algorithms when limiting, following a down-sampling approach, the data set to N=1000, N=500 and N=100 samples for each class, after observing the number of traffic instances in each class. For each scenario we built, we constructed bidirectional flows of k packets, where k varies between 2, 5 and 8 per flow (according to [26] [27], in order to build a timely classifier. We will expose in this section, the obtained results for different scenarios. As mentioned earlier, we measure F1 metric as well as training and testing time for each classification strategy. Due to space limitation, we will only present the results related to what we considered the best scenario. However, we will detail the results for each scenario in the paragraphs below.
Scenario 1: In the first scenario (N=1000, k=2), data is still quite imbalanced and the information we use to characterize each flow is small. As a first observation, for standard algorithms, we note a better precision when using SVM, KNN and CART, especially KNN, compared to LDA, ANN and LR having trouble identifying class 5 (most minority class). However, almost all the ensemble algorithms (except for Adaboost) show good results, especially for voting, predicting class 5 with more than 85% of F1. For the training time, we observe as expected that SVM and ANN present high values compared to the other standard algorithms and that ensemble approaches exhibit higher training times. The worst results (in terms of training time), were obtained for SGB with almost 6 seconds, since we had to go to 500 trees in order to obtain a good F1 value.
Scenario2: Compared to the previous scenario, we observe with (N=1000, k=5), better F1 values for almost all classifiers and for all classes with training time decrease. Although computational speeds are not satisfying yet, results show that by increasing the flow sizes to 5, we obtain good classification performances while decreasing training times. In this case, the best compromise is obtained with BDT, BRF, voting and CART followed by SVM.
Scenario 3: With (N=1000, k=8), we also see that almost all classifiers succeed in class 5 prediction and that the optimal results are obtained by ensemble algorithms while the others approach these optimal observations, especially CART. Although class 5 identification is performed with better F1 using ensemble algorithms at the previous scenario, we chose to designate the present scenario as the best one (so far) since F1 parameter exhibits better values for most classes using all classification algorithms.
Scenario 4: For (N=500, k=2), the first observation we make, is the overall F1 enhancement (for almost the twelve ML algorithms) compared to the first scenario (N=1000, k=2). Also, we observe that scenario 3 fits standard algorithms while scenario 4 is more adequate for ensemble approaches. Based on training and testing times, which as expected reduced with data set size reduction, the current scenario is the best one for now. Also, SGB remains the worst classification algorithm in terms of training time.
Scenario 5: For the fifth scenario (N=500, k=5), we observe the best class 5 identification results as it is identified by almost all classifiers even Adaboost, actually exhibiting its best F1 value in the five scenarios. However, the classifiers are not yet stable, since we observe variations of the F1 measure over several classes. As for classification speeds, results show more efficient classification times but less accurate training times since they present some variations for most algorithms because of flow size increase.
Scenario 6: For (N=500, k=8), classifiers are more stable as they mostly succeed in the minority class identification as well as other classes F1 measure enhancements. Also, while we observe an increase of a few milliseconds in training times (10 in the case of SGB), classification time has decreased drastically especially for the ensemble algorithms, representing at this time the best compromise between F1 performances and training and testing times.
Scenario 7: In (N=100, k=2), we observe that F1 measure maintains a good level for some algorithms mostly ensemble, while it decreases for the standard algorithms, proving the robustness of ensemble approaches in the presence of imbalanced data even with a small size training sets. As for training times, we observe a clear enhancement compared to the past scenarios, but a tens milliseconds increase in classification times.
Scenarios 8, 9: Almost the same observations are noticed for the next scenarios ((N=100, k=5), (N=100, k=8)). We find that for minority classes, F1 values has increased. However, majority class classification performances has decreased, meaning the chosen dataset and flow size does not highlight the packets characteristics.
Finally, ensemble algorithms exhibit the best classification performances, especially Bagged Random Forest as it represent a good compromise between F1 measure enhancement and training and testing time reduction. Moreover, data training sizes affects training time while flow sizes affect both table II. As for feature selection, we present in fig.3 , fig.4 and fig.5 the results obtained in three scenarios (chosen as examples) including the best one (N=500, k=8). For N=100, especially k=2, we notice the importance of SACK (Selective acknowledgment) feature representing the number of TCP lost segments. This value explains the important training times and the modest F1 values. Consequently, we can confirm that the first three scenario configurations are not efficient. However, while SACK values are also important for N=500 and scenario 6 (N=500, k=8) particularly, we notice classification performance enhancement, which is explained by the introduction of features related to TCP signalization characteristics such as retransmission count, PUSH: pushing packets to transmission or to receiving applications and FIN closing the TCP connection. In addition, it is worth noting that the metrics associated to TCP sessions are less present when choosing a small number of packets in the flow because of the short possibility of finding all signaling messages in a small flow. For more information about the different features we chose to include in our study, please refer to [28] .
V. DISCUSSION
Results can be summarized in the following important conclusions. First, although we clearly observed that packet length, inter-arrival time and maximum segment size are sufficient features for good classification performances, better F1, training and testing time values are obtained in presence of TCP signalization related features especially because TCP packets represent an important part of Internet traffic. KNN and CART show interesting classification results while ensemble methods outperform all classification approaches. However, algorithm parameter tuning represents a critical step as it affects training and testing times. Also, Random forest proved to be a good feature selection approach as it produced accurate feature sets (according to F1 results) in a flexible and quick manner especially for small data set sizes. However, the number of trees needs to be efficiently tuned otherwise it can increase the training time. In the same context, even though more TCP packet features were available, since random forest extracted in most scenarios packet length and interarrival statistics, TCP and UDP packets were classified in the same conditions. Finally, reducing dataset sizes promotes for a certain flow size early traffic identification and presents a good alternative for the existing methods solving the data imbalance problem.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
While most classification studies focused on traffic early identification and how to meet the strict needs of existing applications and anticipate future ones, data imbalance constraint is often ignored, resulting in performance bias. In this paper, we merged the necessity of rapid classification with data variability by performing a comparative study including nine scenarios varying dataset sizes and flow sizes. With this work we aim to be able to anticipate classification preprocessing and reduce computation times. For future works, we will include more recent traffic applications, propose a Bagged Random Forest based classification approach and apply the resulting algorithm in an SDN context (data center inter connection). Later, we plan to build a scheduling approach considering the traffic imbalance problem and real-time constraints.
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